Skeppsholmen
Vattenleden
Solenleden
Stenenleden
Månenleden

Site of meeting.
Trace of routes.

Every day is born to die
dying in vivid colors the island
seeking the meeting with her.

Rules from the top
waiting for new travellers.

Behind the fog,
reminds that it never abandons us.

The island is rock.
The island as a citadel
that treasures the thinkings of our world
for being remembered and venerated.

The island, blinded by light that warms up,
smiles for meeting a friend and fellow.
Proud. Loading for the winter.
Leaped. Waiting for the spring.

The island lays on chords
that sing the journey of those who did not
come back.
Sedentary boats wait for being sailed
in a new trip on the paths of water.

PATH OF STONE.

PATH OF SUN.

PATH OF WATER

Solenleden

Vattenleden

Limit for who walks,
Balsam for who believes,
Border for who flees,
Point for who dreams.
Drink what unites rather than separates them.
Performer of miracles.
Relief to the traveller.

Be praised,
welcomed friend.

Stenenleden

Perpetual. Defiant.
knowing that the fire
never ends it.
Be praised,
Path of journey.

Be praised,
Painter of the greens of the island.

Månenleden
PATH OF MOON.
The island observes in the vigil
as it weaves reflections in the water.
Enchantress that shapes the cycle
who with letters of the time
talks about the future.
Beating light.
Many songs tell about her
but only has attention
for the pealing of the bells
to listen to the farewell who is going.
Be praised,
Mother of the stars.
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Please, switching off your mobile.

We are here

An island for us.
“Vi är här”
means that we are here.
We are sharing a place.
We are walking on the island.
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